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Bounds for Certain Cyclic AN-Codes 
GERALD SEGUIN 
Department of Electrical Engineering, Royal Military College, Kingston, Ontario, Canada 
For an odd integer B ¢= 0 mod(3) and for a cyclotomic oset C of integers 
modulo B having the property: if r c C, then B -- r ~ C; the number  of 
integers which belong to C and to the half-open interval (B/3, 2/3/3] is lower 
bounded. This result is then used to obtain a lower bound on the min imum 
arithmetic distance of a cyclic AN-code with generator A and length n whenever 
B = (2 ~ -- l)[A is not divisible by 3 and B I 2 ~ + 1 for some integer q. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an odd integer and e(A) the exponent of 2 modulo A; i.e., e(A) is 
the smallest positive integer j for which A I 2 J -- 1. The cyclic AN-code 
generated by A is then the set of integers {0, A, 2A ..... (B -- 1)A}, where 
B = (2 etA) -- t)/A and n = e(A) is called the length of the code. These 
codes can be used to detect and correct certain errors which may occur in the 
arithmetic unit of a digital computer which uses one's complement arithmetic. 
The minimum arithmetic distance Drain of a cyclic AN-code is what deter- 
mines its error-correcting capability. The redundancy of such a code is 
defined as log2A and its rate R is defined as R -- log2B/log~AB. 
The problem now is: given an integer d > 0 how do we choose A such 
that the cyclic AN-code generated by A has Drain ~ d. The problem of 
constructing cyclic AN-codes with Drain = 3 has been solved; for example, 
see Brown (1960). These codes correspond to the single error correcting 
Hamming codes. Mandelbaum (1967) and Barrows (1966) independently 
discovered a class of equidistant cyclic AN-codes with minimum distance 
int[(B + 1)/3] where int[x] is the integer part of x. These correspond to the 
maximal length codes, they have low rates and large Drain, whereas the single 
error correcting cyclic AN-codes have low Drain and high rate. The 
Mandelbaum-Barrows equidistant codes have independently been generalized 
by Chien, Hong, and Preparata (1968) and by Chang and Tsao-Wu (1968). 
The problem of constructing intermediate distance cyclic AN-codes with 
intermediate rates has been considered by Chien, Hong, and Preparata (1971) 
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and by Chien and Hong (1970). However, at present, there are no systema- 
tically constructed classes of cyclic AN-codes known with intermediate rate 
and distance. For a good survey and unified treatment of AN-codes the reader 
is referred to Massey and Garcia (1971). 
In this paper we derive a lower bound on Drain for certain cyclic AN-codes. 
This bound is quite general and easily evaluated. 
2. BOUNDS ON Dmi n 
DEFINITION 1. I f  B is an odd integer, then the cyclotomic coset (k)  
modulo B of the integer k is the set {k, 2k, 22k,...}, all integers reduced 
modulo B. 
DEFINITION 2. For the integer m = 2 n - -  1, the lower third L3m, the 
middle third M3m, and the upper third U3m of m are the set of integers 
belonging to the intervals (0, 2n/3), (2n/3, 2~+1/3), and (2~+~/3, 2n), respec- 
tively. 
We will also make use of the following sets of integers: 
DEFINITION 3. For the integer B we define ILB, IMB and IUB  as the 
sets of integers contained in the intervals (0, B/3], (B/3, 2B/3] and (2B/3, B), 
respectively. 
LEMMA 1. Let B be an odd integer not divisible by 3. Let C be a cyclotomic 
coset of integers modulo B having the property: if r ~ C, then B -- r ~ C. We 
then have 
IC I - -2  
I C n IMB [ ~ [log~(B/3)] i f  1 ~ C, (1) 
[1og2(B/3k)] + 1 if 1 ~ C, (2) 
where Ix] is the smallest integer greater than x and k is the smallest integer in C. 
Proof. Let r E IMB,  then (B/3) ~ r ~ (2B/3) which implies that (B/3) 
B --  r < (2B/3) and so B -- r ~ IMB since 3 d" B. Also, since B is odd, 
B - -  r ~ r mod(B) and so the number of integers in IMB is even, and in 
particular ] C ~ IMB ], where [ T I denotes the order of the set T, is even 
because of the property of C. Similarly, r ~ IUB if and only if B -- r ~ ILB 
and so ] C n ILB [ = [ C n IUB  [. DefineLi asL~ = {r E C ] (B/3 x 2 ~+1) 
r ~ (B/3 X 20}, i = 0, 1, 2,.... Let s be the smallest integer such that 
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(B/3 × 2 0 < k, i.e., s = [log2 (B/3k)], where k is the smallest integer in C. 
It then follows that Li  is empty for all i />  s and consequently ni ~ 0 for all 
i >/s  where n, = / Li 1. It is clear that the sets L o , L1,.. . ,  L ,_  1 induce a 
partition on C n I LB  and that if r ~L 0 , then 2r E IMB.  Define Ui as U i = 
{r~CIB  - -  reL i} ,  i --= 0, 1,..., s --  1. It follows that, since r~ IUB if and 
only if B --  r ~ I LB ,  the sets U o , U 1 ,..., U, - I  induce a partition on C c3 IUB 
and that I U~{ =n i .  I f r~Ui ,  then B- - r~L i  and B- -2r~2(B- - r )  
rood(B) belongs to L~-I,  hence 2r belongs to Ui-1 and in particular if r ~ U o 
then (2r) rood(B)~IMB.  It is apparent hat the mapping r--+ (2r)rood(B) 
sets up a one-to-one correspondence between the integers belonging to 
L o u Uo and the integers of C n IMB,  hence [ C (~ IMB I = 2n0. We also 
have ns_ 1 ~ ns_ 2 ~ "'" ~ n o and ~i  ni = [ C n I LB  I = l C n IUB  T = 
(L C I - -  t)/2, where 2t = i C n IMB L. We therefore have (L C L - -  X)/2 = 
~.~ n, ~ sn o = s}t/2 from which it follows that 2,/> [ C ]/([log~ (B/3k)] + 1). 
In the case where k ~ 1, then Ls-1 contains no more than one integer since 
1 and 2 cannot belong to the same L i ,  hence in this case we have 
( IC1- - t ) /2=~n;~<1 +(s - -1 )  n 0= 1 +(s - -1 )  t/2 
i 
or a ~> (j C I - -  2)/[logdB/3)]. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE. I f  B = 17 then the cyclotomic oset of 1 is C = {1, 2, 4, 8, 
16, 15, 13, 9}. IMB is the set {6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11} and so CAI3 IB  = {8, 9}. 
s = [log2(17/3)] = 3 and so by Lemma 1 we have 
] C n lMB I >~ (8 - -  2)/3 =2,  
therefore the bound is met with equality. The cyclotomic coset of 3 is 
{3, 6, 12, 7, 14, 11, 5, 10} and so C ch IMB = {6, 7, 10, 11}. k = 3, hence 
s= [Iog2(17/9)] = 1 from which we have [Cn IMB[  >~8/ (1+1)  =4 
and again the bound is met with equality. 
Let us now consider integers B which have the property: r e C implies 
B --  r e C for every cyclotomic coset modulo B. I f  (1) = {r,, r 2 ,..., r,}, 
then ( r )  = {rrx, rr z ,..., rr,}, where all integers are reduced modulo B. It 
follows that the above property is satisfied by all cyclotomic osets modulo B 
if and only if --1 e (1) and this latter condition is satisfied if and only if 
B I 2~ q- 1 for some integer q. I f  B is a prime then the above condition is 
satisfied if and only if e(B) is even. 
Let W[r] denote the arithmetic weight of the integer , we then have the 
following two Lemmas from the theory of cyclic AN-codes which are proven 
in Massey and Garcia (1971). 
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LEMMA 2. In every cyclic AN-code with B > 1, there is always at least one 
code point AN 1 in L3m(m = AB)  with N 1 odd such that W[AN1] -~ Drain. 
LEMMA 3. For any cyclic AN-code and any code point AN 1 in L3m, 
W[AN1] is equal to the number of residues (2iN1)rood(B) which lie in the 
interval (B/3, 2B/3] as i runs from 0 to n -- 1. 
In using Lemma 3 we must use the sequence of residues (N1)mod(B), 
(2N1)mod(B), . . . , (2"-aNx)mod(B) including repetitions. For example, 
if A = 5, n = 4 and N 1 = 1, then B = 3 and the sequence of residues is 
1, 2, 1, 2. Since IMB = {2), we have W[5] = 2 which is indeed the arith- 
metic weight of 5. More explicitely, Lemma 3 says that if AN 1 ~L3m, then 
W[AN1] = n [ C n IMB [/I C [ where C is the cyclotomic coset modulo B 
which contains N 1 . 
I f  3 ~" B and B [ 2 q + 1 for some integer q, then by Lemmas 2 and 3 we 
can use Lemma 1 to bound the minimum arithmetic distance Drain of the 
cyclic AN-code generated by A. We have 
TrI~OREM 1. Let A be an odd integer, n = e(A), and B = (2 ~ - -  1)/A. 
I f  3 ¢ B, B I 2q + 1 for some q, then Drain, the minimum arithmetic distance of 
the cyclic AN-code generated by A satisfies 
Drain ~ a + p(a), (3) 
where  
e(B)[log,(B/3)] ' [log2(B/3-km) ] + 1 ' (4) 
with [xJ meaning the smallest integer no less than x; 
(ii) km is the smallest integer which does not belong to the cyclotomic oset 
of 1 modulo B; and 
(iii) p(t) is 1 if  the integer t is odd and 0 i f  it is even. 
Proof. Suppose that N 1 belongs to the cyclotomic oset C modulo B and 
suppose AN 1 ~L3m, where m = 2 ~-  1. By Lemma 3 we have that 
W[AN1] -~ n [ C (~ IMB [/[ C [. Applying Lemma 1, we obtain 
W[AN~] = n I C m IMB I/1 C 1 
n 
if 1¢C,  [log~(B/3k)] + 1 
n(e(B)  - -  2) 
e(B)[log~(B/3)] if 1 e C, 
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where we have used the fact that ] C k = e(B) if 1 e C. Hence 
[_ n(e(B) --  2) n ] Omin >~ min (5) e(B)[log~(B/3)] ' [log2(B/3k~) ] + 1 ," 
Since Drain is an integer we can replace the right-hand side of (5) by (4). 
Finally, since ] C n IMB I is always even for the class of B's we are dealing 
with, then all the points in our code will have even weight and so Drain is 
even. Hence if ~ is odd we can increase it by 1 and still obtain a lower bound. 
This is accomplished by adding p(~) to e~ in (3). Q.E.D. 
Note that in (4) we can always replace k~ by 3 in which case the only 
remaining unknown is e(B) which can easily be computed once B is known. 
The bound in Theorem 1 can be slightly tightened in the case where 
3 ~ {1); for in this case, in the language of Lemma 1 and with C = (1), 
we have at least two Li's which contain only one integer, namely, the one 
containing 1 and the one containing 2. Hence if A = I C n IMB ] we have 
(1 C l - -  a)/2 = Y4ni ~ 2 + (s - -  2) n o = 2 + (s - -  2) A/2 or 
A >~ (I C I - -  4)/[log2(B/3)] - -  1, 
where we assume that B > 3. Theorem l then becomes 
THEOREM 2. Let A and B be as in Theorem 1 and furthermore suppose 
that 3 6 ( I ) ,  then 
Drain >~ ~ + p(~), 
where 
[min ~ n(e(B) -  4) n }! 
[ ie(B)([log2(B/3)] - -  1)' [log2(B~9)] + 1 I]" (6) 
Note that in Theorem 2, k,~ = 3 since 3 ¢ (1). If B is a prime then the 
least primitive root modulo B is the smallest positive integer which generates 
all the nonzero elements of the finite field GF[B]. If 3 is the least primitive 
root modulo B, B a prime, then 3 ¢ <1). For a proof of this last assertion see 
Theorem 26 in Grosswald (1966). This gives us a class of B's for which 
Theorem 2 applies. 
EXAMPLE. B = 25 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. We have 
e(25) = 20, [log2(25/3)] = 4, [log2(25/15)] = 1, and so 
= [min{18/4, 20/2}J = 5. 
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We therefore have Dmin ~ c~-~-p(~) = 6, which is the actual min imum 
distance. 
TABLE I 
Prime Factors 1of 2 ~ + 1 
t Prime factors of 2 ~ + I t Prime factors of 2 ~ + I 
1 3 14 5 × 29 x 113 
2 5 15 3 ~ × 11 x 331 
3 32 16 65537 
4 17 17 3 × 43691 
5 3 × 11 18 5 × 13 × 37 × 109 
6 5 x 13 19 3 x 174763 
7 3 x 43 20 17 x 61681 
8 257 21 3 × 129 × 5419 
9 33 × 19 22 5 x 397 x 2113 
10 52 x 41 23 3 × 2796203 
11 3 × 683 24 97 x 257 × 673 
12 17 × 241 25 3 × I1 × 251 × 4051 
13 3 × 2731 26 5 × 53 x 157 x 1613 
1 D. H. Lehmer's factor table was used in the above factorizations. 
In  Tab le  I we have given the pr ime factors of 2 ~ + 1 for t ranging f rom 1 
to 26. In  Table I I  we have given the value of the bound of Theorem 1 or 2, 
which ever was applicable, for various values of B along with the actual Drain • 
TABLE II 
The Bounds of Theorems 1 and 2 for Various B's 
B e(B) Bound of Bound of Actual Drain Redundancy 
Th. 1 Th. 2 
17 8 2 2 2 3.9 
25 20 6 6 15.34 
41 20 6 6 14.62 
43 14 4 4 4 8.60 
97 48 8 16 41.40 
109 36 6 10 30.80 
113 28 6 6 6 21.15 
137 68 12 14 20 60.9 
145 28 6 6 20.75 
157 52 10 14 44.7 
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